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Abstract. A simulation of dislocation dynamics has been used to calculate the
critical stress for a threading dislocation moving in a confined geometry. The opti-
mum conditions for conducting simulations in systems of various sizes, down to the
nanometer range, are defined. The results are critically compared with the available
theoretical and numerical estimates for the problem of dislocation motion in capped
layers.
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1. Introduction

The ability of dislocation dynamics (DD) simulations to calculate the
critical conditions for dislocation motion in confined and complex geo-
metries at the nanoscale is one of the critical points conditioning their
future development. Indeed, DD simulation methods have a consider-
able potential for investigating situations where plastic deformation is
restricted to a small volume, thus involving a small number of disloca-
tion lines.

Being representative of such kind of problems, the question of stress
relaxation in epitaxial layers is of particular interest, for instance in the
domain of semiconductor technology [1, 2]. Due to the fact that image
forces in a free-standing thin film are difficult to calculate rigorously [3,
4], simplified configurations are usually considered, like that of a single
threading dislocation in a capped layer i.e., in an elastic continuum
bounded by two parallel interfaces. In such conditions, calculations of
the critical stress for the motion of the dislocation in a capped layer,
τCL, have been performed by Freund [5, 6] who considered, in addition,
the case where a misfit dislocation is introduced in the interface (see also
the recent review by Nix [7]). These calculations aim at understanding
the hardening effect of misfit dislocations on the plasticity of thin films.

In complement to theoretical analyses, numerical simulations were
successfully conducted by Schwarz and Tersoff [8, 9, 10]. These nu-
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merical calculations made use of a simplified geometry and confirmed
the validity of the elastic solution in the case of the single threading
dislocation. A discrepancy with respect to the predictions [5, 6] was
found in the case involving a misfit dislocation, but the comparison
seems to have been performed between configurations that are not
crystallographically equivalent. More recently, additional computations
were performed by Kukta and Freund [11] in order to better account
for the image forces induced by the boundary conditions in a thin film.

The present paper reports on results obtained with a DD simulation
that may seem a priori less sophisticated than Schwarz’s nodal (or
piecewise) model, since it was initially designed for the study of plas-
ticity at larger scale [12, 13]. The aim of the present work is twofold.
In a first step, optimum discretization conditions, in terms of time
step and segment length, are defined. This allows to obtain accurate
numerical results whatever the characteristic length scale of the con-
sidered system. Then, the critical stress for the motion of a dislocation
segment gliding in a capped layer, in the absence or presence of a misfit
dislocation, is computed as a function of the layer thickness. The results
are discussed with respect to the existing literature and in terms of the
original possibilities offered by the present simulation.

2. Computer simulation methodology

The main features of our DD simulation are only summarized here (for
more detail, see [12, 13]), with emphasis on the computation of line
tension stresses.

(i) Both space and time are discretized. The discretization of time
is performed just like in conventional molecular dynamics simula-
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Figure 1. Schematic drawing of the geometry used to compute the local line tension
in the DD simulations.
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tions, whereas the discretization of space is an original feature
of the present code. Within an elastic continuum, a crystallo-
graphic lattice is defined which has same symmetry elements as
the considered crystal but with a larger lattice parameter, in the
nanometer range for mesoscopic simulations. For simulations at
smaller scale, this parameter is, of course, refined to better ac-
count for the line discretization. The dislocation lines are then
decomposed into chains of successive segments lying on this lattice.
As a consequence, the dislocation segments can only have a finite
number of characters and line directions. This is the case for the
‘edge-screw’ model [14] used in the present study, where only pure
edge and pure screw segments are considered in each slip system.

(ii) Dislocation glide follows a Newtonian dynamics such that for each
dislocation segment and for each time step ∆t of the simulation

x(t + ∆t) = x(t) +
τ∗b
D

∆t, (1)

where x is the segment coordinate in the glide direction, b is the
Burgers vector and D is a damping constant modeling phonon
drag. τ∗ is the effective resolved shear stress, i.e., the algebraic
sum of the external stress, the interaction stresses with other dis-
location segments and the local line tension stress [14]. The way the
local line tension is estimated in the present work is of particular
interest for what follows. By analogy with the procedure defined in
[15], the contribution of the local line tension to the self-stress on
segment (i) is obtained by replacing each segment (i) and its two
neighboring segments, (i−1) and (i+1), with an uniformly curved
section passing through the segment centers (see figure 1). From
this simple construction, one can define locally the character of
the continuous line, through the angle α′, and its curvature radius
R. The length of the continuous section is 2Λ = Rθ. The resulting
stress,τΓ, is then estimated with the help of a formula derived by
Brown [15] within the frame of isotropic elasticity, in the modified
form given by Foreman [16].

τΓ =
µb

4π(1− ν)
1
R

[
(1 + ν − 3ν sin2 α′) ln(

2Λ
r0

) − ν cos 2α′
]

(2)

The value of cut-off radius r0 is undefined but should be of the
order of b. The non local contribution stemming from the interac-
tions of the considered segment with other neighboring segments
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of the same line (and with dislocation segments belonging to dif-
ferent lines) is computed using the expressions given in [17] for the
interaction stresses of segments of finite length.

(iii) Local events, related to dislocation core properties (junction for-
mation, cross-slip, annihilation processes), are described in the
present context of mesoscopic simulation via local constitutive
rules.

A key question that conditions the accuracy of the simulation re-
sults is the determination of a suitable elementary time per step, ∆t,
and of a reference length scale for the discretization of the dislocation
lines, λ. The way this discretization length is implemented into the DD
simulation is described in detail in [13] (p. 312). In order to determine
the optimum discretization conditions, tests were first performed on
an academic problem whose exact solution is known, the dependence
of the critical stress for the operation of a Frank-Read source, τFR, as
a function of the length of the initial segment [16]. Then, the critical
stress for dislocation motion in a capped layer, τCL, was calculated as
a function of the layer thickness.

3. Results

The time per step of the simulation, ∆t, was optimized for different
lengths of the Frank-Read source segments, in order to obtain an accu-
rate solution of the dislocation dynamics within a minimum computing
time. As an empirical rule, the optimum value of ∆t is such that the
displacement of the fastest dislocation segments during one step should
be ten times the parameter of the underlying lattice of the simulation.

Figure 2 shows a plot of the computed Frank-Read stress as a func-
tion of the dimensionless ratio L/λ, where L is the initial length of the
source segment (of either screw or edge character). The results appear
to be rather sensitive to the value of λ on each side of a rather broad
minimum. The minimum values of τFR, also correspond to a minimum
of the elastic energy. As shown below, these minimum values are in
perfect agreement with the Foreman’s predictions, provided that the
core radius r0 is fitted to a suitable value. Therefore, they are actually
the optimum values to be adopted for the line discretization of the
segments. In addition, it was checked that the corresponding optimum
discretization L/λ ≈ 6 holds irrespective of the value of L. Hence,
the optimum discretization length always scales with a characteristic
dimension of the investigated configuration, here the source length L.
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Figure 2. Plot of the computed Frank-Read stress (in units of µb/L, where µ is
the shear modulus), for source segments of lengths L = 20b and L = 4500b, and
for different values of the discretization length λ. The upper (resp. lower) curves
correspond to screw (resp. edge) source segments. The minimum values, for L/λ ≈ 6,
correspond to the optimum simulation conditions. The dashed curves are drawn as
a guide to the eye.

Figure 3 reproduces the simulated images of Frank-Read sources
obtained with four different discretization lengths: optimum (fig. 3b),
larger (fig. 3a) and smaller (figs. 3c and 3d ) than the optimum value.
This illustrates an apparently paradoxical result. The more discretized
is the line, the smoother is the configuration (cf. fig. 3d). Nevertheless,
the most accurate result is not obtained in such conditions (L/λ = 20),
but in the case of figure 3b where L/λ = 6.

The empirical prediction by Foreman for the Frank-Read stress of a
source segment of length L is [16]:
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Figure 3. Simulated shapes of Frank-Read sources at the critical stress and with
different discretization lengths λ. The values of λ are a) - L/2, b) - L/6 (optimum),
c) - L/10 and d) - L/20. The initial source length is L = 4500b.
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Figure 4. Frank-Read stresses, in reduced units, vs. the reduced length of the source
segment (upper dashed curve: screw segment, lower dashed curve: edge segment).
The calculations were performed with optimized values of the algorithmic parame-
ters and with r0 = b. The full lines correspond to Foreman’s [16] prediction and to
the simulated results when taking r0 = 2b.

τFR =
A

2π
(
µb

L
)[ln(

L

r0
) + B] (3)

Where A takes the values 1 and 1/(1−ν) for edge and screw sources
respectively. The interactions with the dislocation environment, i.e.,
the dislocation lines that are connected to the pinning points of the
considered dislocation segment are taken into account by the constant
B. This expression takes into account not only the local line tension
effects, as described via the line curvature (cf. eq. 2), but also the long
range elastic interactions with the more distant portions of the same
line. For dislocation source with no side arms, B ≈ 1.
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The rules governing the optimum choice of the algorithmic para-
meters were applied to the measurement of the Frank-Read stress as
a function of the length of the source segment. The latter was varied
in the range from 10b up to 104b. As shown in figure 4, these results
reproduce well the prediction of Foreman (with B = 1 in equation 3)
over all the considered range of values, within a constant upwards shift
of about 15%. This difference is due to the value arbitrary selected for
the core radius: r0 = b. With r0 = 2b the simulated results perfectly
reproduce the Foreman’s prediction.

This calibration step being performed, it is possible to examine other
types of configurations. For a capped layer of thickness H , and with
the same elastic constants for the substrate and the layer, two differ-
ent problems have been considered. The first one is the critical stress
for the motion of a threading dislocation and the second one involves
the same configuration plus, in addition, a misfit dislocation lying in
the interface. In both cases, the threading segment is initially of edge
character, with a line direction [1̄12] and a Burgers vector a/2[110]. It
glides in a (11̄1) plane, leaving screw segments along the interfaces. The
misfit dislocation has same Burgers vector and a line direction [11̄2].
These two problems have been computed by Schwarz and Tersoff [8],
within the same geometry, in order to estimate the hardening effect of
the misfit dislocation.

In Figure 5, Freund’s result [5] is compared to the results of the
present simulation (with ro = 2b) and those of Schwarz and Tersoff [8].
An excellent agreement is obtained in the absence of misfit dislocation,
down to a thickness of H = 10b (i.e., for a standing film of thickness
H/2 = 5b). In the presence of a misfit dislocation (labels md in figure
5), the hardening obtained is also identical to the one found in [8]. The
results reproduced from Freund’s calculation [5], as quoted in [8], are
not directly comparable with the present ones, as mentioned above.
It seems, however, that the slope of the lines is not influenced by the
geometry.

4. Discussion and concluding remarks

It is worth emphasizing that the definition of the discretization para-
meters in DD codes and particularly in the edge-screw model, requires
lot of care. This was demonstrated in figure 2. As far as the time per
step is concerned, it is obvious that smaller values yield more accurate
dynamic solutions, but at the expense of larger computing times. Then,
the optimum value is the largest one yielding the requested accuracy.
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Figure 5. Critical stress for the motion of a threading edge dislocation as a function
of the thickness H of the capped layer. In the presence of one misfit dislocation
(md), the present results are compared to those of Schwarz and Tersoff [8], and to
a calculation by Freund [5] that was, however, performed with a different geometry
(the data points are taken from [8]). The dashed line is drawn as a guide to the eye.
In the absence of misfit dislocation, the present results are compared with those of
[8] and with Freund’s [5] calculation (full line). All the numerical results refer to the
geometry given in the text.

When space is discretized, it may seem intuitive that the results
converge towards the theoretical values when the discretization length
is refined down to vanishingly small values. Not only this is untrue but,
in addition, the numerical errors can be quite severe in such conditions.
The reason for this absence of convergence is as follows. The smaller is
the value of λ, the larger is the number of straight segments required to
describe a curved dislocation, and also the number of ‘corners’ between
adjacent segments. Point singularities of the stress field are associated
to these ‘corners’. This can be understood easily by noticing that in
a Volterra process, the displacements undergo a discontinuity if the
character of the dislocation line abruptly changes. As a consequence,
an increased number of ‘corners’ introduces spurious stress fields that
may spoil the numerical result. Similar effects have been discussed by
Schwarz within the frame of his nodal simulation [9]. At the other end
of the spectrum, if the discretization length is too large, the shape of
a curved dislocation segment is approximated in a too rough manner,
by an insufficient number of segments, and the accuracy is poor. Con-
tinuous shapes are then approximated by squarish configurations like
the one of fig. 3a. For a given swept area, these configurations have a
larger perimeter and, therefore, a larger self-energy. As a consequence,
the measured Frank-Read stress is, again, in excess with respect to
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the correct value. This explains the occurrence of an minimum value
between these two extremes.

Once discretization is properly performed, the edge-screw model is
able to yield accurate values of critical stresses within a wide range of
characteristic length scales. In the case of the dislocation motion in a
capped layer, with and without a misfit dislocation, the values obtained
using more sophisticated (and computer time-consuming) nodal models
are perfectly reproduced. This result is extremely promising for several
reasons. One is that the numerical quality of the results obtained with
large scale mesoscopic simulations is justified a posteriori, at least as
far as the elastic properties of dislocations are concerned. In practice,
for mass simulations, the characteristic length is defined as the average
distance between dislocations, ρ−1/2. Due to the rather flat minimum
that defines the optimum value of the discretization length, a distribu-
tion of characteristic lengths does not induce significant errors. Another
reason has to do with the treatment of dislocations in diamond cubic
layers. In such covalent structures, the thermally activated motion of
dislocations and their geometrical shapes, which both result from a high
Peierls force, should be accounted for [18]. The competition between
the large Peierls forces and the important line tension forces induced
by confined geometries is certainly a problem that deserves further in-
vestigation. Following the first study by Moulin et al. on silicon crystals
[19], an ‘edge-mixed-screw’ discrete model is presently designed for such
purposes.

It must be kept in mind, however, that many materials are elasti-
cally anisotropic, while all existing mesoscopic simulations make use
of isotropic elasticity. Future work in this domain may also include
the study of the hardening induced by the presence of an array of
misfit dislocations at the interface between the film and the substrate.
A rigorous treatment of the image forces and elastic stresses in films
deposited on a substrate with different elastic constants and lattice
parameter has not yet been performed. These boundary value problems
can appropriately be treated by coupling the mesoscopic DD code with
a Finite Element code. This discrete-continuum model (DCM) is now
being successfully developed [20] and is particularly suited for studies
at the nanoscale.
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